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Abstract
Context—Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) studies in adults with bipolar disorder (BD) indicate
altered white matter (WM) in the orbitomedial prefrontal cortex (OMPFC), potentially underlying
abnormal prefrontal corticolimbic connectivity and mood dysregulation in BD.
Objective—To use tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) to examine WM skeleton (ie, the most
compact whole-brain WM) in subjects with BD vs healthy control subjects.
Design—Cross-sectional, case-control, whole-brain DTI using TBSS.
Setting—University research institute.
Participants—Fifty-six individuals, 31 having a DSM-IV diagnosis of BD type I (mean age, 35.9
years [age range, 24-52 years]) and 25 controls (mean age, 29.5 years [age range, 19-52 years]).
Main Outcome Measures—Fractional anisotropy (FA) longitudinal and radial diffusivities in
subjects with BD vs controls (covarying for age) and their relationships with clinical and demographic
variables.
Results—Subjects with BD vs controls had significantly greater FA (t>3.0, P≤.05 corrected) in the
left uncinate fasciculus (reduced radial diffusivity distally and increased longitudinal diffusivity
centrally), left optic radiation (increased longitudinal diffusivity), and right anterothalamic radiation
(no significant diffusivity change). Subjects with BD vs controls had significantly reduced FA (t>3.0,
P≤.05 corrected) in the right uncinate fasciculus (greater radial diffusivity). Among subjects with
BD, significant negative correlations (P<.01) were found between age and FA in bilateral uncinate
fasciculi and in the right anterothalamic radiation, as well as between medication load and FA in the
left optic radiation. Decreased FA (P<.01) was observed in the left optic radiation and in the right
anterothalamic radiation among subjects with BD taking vs those not taking mood stabilizers, as well
as in the left optic radiation among depressed vs remitted subjects with BD. Subjects having BD with
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vs without lifetime alcohol or other drug abuse had significantly decreased FA in the left uncinate
fasciculus.
Conclusions—To our knowledge, this is the first study to use TBSS to examine WM in subjects
with BD. Subjects with BD vs controls showed greater WM FA in the left OMPFC that diminished
with age and with alcohol or other drug abuse, as well as reduced WM FA in the right OMPFC. Mood
stabilizers and depressed episode reduced WM FA in left-sided sensory visual processing regions
among subjects with BD. Abnormal right vs left asymmetry in FA in OMPFC WM among subjects
with BD, likely reflecting increased proportions of left-sided longitudinally aligned and right-sided
obliquely aligned myelinated fibers, may represent a biologic mechanism for mood dysregulation in
BD.
Bipolar disorder (BD) remains 1 of the 10 most debilitating illnesses world-wide. 1
Neuroimaging investigations have aimed to identify functional and structural neural circuitry
abnormalities that may reflect pathogenetic processes of the disorder,2 particularly neural
abnormalities implicated in mood dysregulation, a key symptom of BD. Although few, these
studies2-4 provide some evidence for functional abnormalities in neural systems that may be
associated with the following key symptoms: (1) abnormally increased activity in a subcortical
limbic-centered system underlying emotion processing and (2) abnormally decreased activity
in a system that includes ventral and dorsal prefrontal cortices underlying cognitive control
processes. These findings require replication, but they provide a basic framework to guide
examination of brain structure in subjects with BD.
Examination of gray matter (GM) within and white matter (WM) of fibers in tracts that may
mediate functional relationships between these neural systems is an important focus for
neuroimaging studies of BD. Attention has concentrated on the orbitomedial prefrontal cortex
(OMPFC) because of its direct connections with subcortical limbic regions.5 For example,
structural neuroimaging studies6-14 have demonstrated GM volume and density reductions in
the OMPFC in adults with BD vs age-matched healthy control subjects, although there are
discrepant findings.15,16 Microstructural abnormalities in the OMPFC in postmortem
investigations of BD17 have also been reported, as well as WM volume and density
abnormalities in the OMPFC18 and the corpus callosum19 in subjects with BD relative to
controls. Because age-related changes in fractional anisotropy (FA) occur in the prefrontal
cortex,20-22 it is important to consider age as a factor in studies of WM among subjects with
BD and controls.
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a noninvasive method that detects subtle changes in tissue
microstructural organization. It uses FA as an index of the ratio of diffusional anisotropy in
longitudinal vs oblique directions of WM tracts. Diffusion tensor imaging has an advantage
over structural neuroimaging measures of WM volume or density because it examines specific
WM tracts and can be used to study connectivity between neural regions of interest in BD.
However, the few DTI studies in BD have used a region-of-interest approach that limits
examination to WM tracts in specific regions of the prefrontal cortex. These studies
demonstrated decreased FA in dorsal prefrontal WM tracts in adolescents with BD23 and in a
few subjects with BD24 relative to age-matched controls. Other studies using DTI and
traditional diffusion-weighted imaging, have reported increased diffusivity in WM in bilateral
OMPFC tracts25 and in bilateral dorsal prefrontal tracts in subjects with BD.26 However, one
study27 reported greater rather than reduced FA among subjects with BD relative to controls
in WM in the right anterofrontal cortex, and another study28 reported significantly greater FA
in the midline of the genu of the corpus callosum among subjects with BD relative to controls.
A third study29 reported significantly more reconstructed fibers in the left uncinate fasciculus
(connecting the OMPFC, amygdala, and hippocampus) among subjects with BD relative to
controls.
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A problem with DTI is the interpretation of changes, particularly increases in FA in individuals
with pathologic conditions (eg, subjects with BD) vs controls. Greater FA may reflect greater
myelination of WM fibers, greater number of myelinated fibers, or greater longitudinal vs
oblique directional alignment of myelinated fibers in WM tracts. Alternatively, changes in FA
may result from excessive partial volume averaging from differently oriented fibers.30-32
Reduced FA has been associated with local edema, cerebrospinal fluid,33 compromised myelin
structure, changes in axonal morphologic structure, and altered interaxonal spacing of fiber
bundles.30,34-36 Therefore, eigenvalues representing measures of longitudinal and radial
diffusivities have been derived and validated37,38 as more specific measures of diffusivity in
the principal longitudinal diffusion direction and transverse direction, respectively. These
measures can help interpret FA changes in WM tracts in pathologic groups by providing
information regarding likely alterations in the proportion of longitudinally vs obliquely aligned
myelinated fibers. Increased longitudinal diffusivity suggests greater numbers of
longitudinally aligned fibers, and decreased radial diffusivity suggests reduced numbers of
obliquely aligned fibers. Another problem with DTI is that analysis is compromised by the use
of standard registration algorithms such that there is no satisfactory solution to the question of
how to align FA images from multiple subjects in voxelwise analyses.39 A recent advance is
the development of tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), an automated observer-independent
method of aligning FA images from multiple subjects to allow groupwise comparisons of DTI
data.39,40 Tract-based spatial statistics TBSS also focus on the WM skeleton (ie, the most
compact whole-brain WM). To our knowledge, this technique has been used to study preterm
infants and adolescent development,41,42 schizophrenia,43,44 and multiple sclerosis45 but not
subjects with BD.
The goal of this study was to use TBSS (by means of FA and longitudinal and radial
diffusivities) to examine alterations in alignment of myelinated fibers in WM tracts in the
prefrontal cortex, and particularly the OMPFC, among subjects with BD. Existing data25
suggest greater apparent diffusion coefficient in the orbitoprefrontal cortex and reduced FA in
WM in the dorsal prefrontal cortices among subjects with BD vs controls. Therefore, we
hypothesized that subjects with BD relative to controls would show significantly greater FA
in WM in the OMPFC but significantly reduced FA in dorsal prefrontal cortical WM. We then
aimed to examine between-group differences in longitudinal and radial diffusivities in regions
of altered FA among subjects with BD vs controls to aid interpretation of these FA changes in
WM among subjects with BD. The recently demonstrated increased number of longitudinally
aligned reconstructed fibers in the left uncinate fasciculus among subjects with BD29 allowed
us to hypothesize that greater FA in the OMPFC among subjects with BD would be associated
with greater longitudinal diffusivity or reduced radial diffusivity, suggestive of greater
longitudinal vs oblique alignment of fibers in OMPFC WM. Together, these alterations in FA
and radial and longitudinal diffusivities in the OMPFC may underlie mood dysregulation
among subjects with BD. In exploratory analyses, we examined relationships between
significant changes in FA and demographic and clinical variables among subjects with BD.
METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
The study was approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board. Thirty-
one subjects with BD (mean [SD] age, 35.9 [8.9] years [age range, 24-52 years); male to female
ratio, 11:20), all with BD type I diagnosed according to the criteria of the DSM-IV46 and using
the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV, Research Version47 participated in the study.
Sixteen subjects with BD (mean [SD] age, 34.2 [8.4] years; male to female ratio, 8:8) were in
remission, and 14 subjects with BD (mean [SD] age, 38.0 [9.3] years; male to female ratio,
2:12) were in depressed episodes (based on Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV criteria).
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On the imaging day, all remitted subjects with BD had a Young Mania Rating Scale48 score
of 10 or less and a 25-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD-25)49 score of 7 or
less; 1 remitted subject with BD had mild depressive symptoms but did not meet criteria for
depressed episode (HRSD-25 score, 11; age, 49 years). On the imaging day, 8 depressed
subjects with BD had low depression severity (HRSD-25 score, <17) but remained in depressed
episodes, not meeting criteria for remission. All had experienced at least 2 episodes of
depression or mania in the past 4 years.
Ten subjects with BD had a lifetime history of alcohol or other drug abuse. Remitted subjects
with BD and depressed subjects with BD did not differ significantly in age, age at illness onset,
illness duration, or history of alcohol or other drug abuse, but they differed in depression
severity (t[29]=−5.82, P≤.001) and in sex ratio ( , P=.03). More women than men were
among the depressed subjects with BD relative to remitted subjects with BD (Table 1).
Twenty-five controls (mean [SD] age, 29.48 [9.43] years [age range, 19-52 years]; male to
female ratio, 11:14) with no previous psychiatric history (based on Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV criteria) or psychiatric history in first- or second-degree relatives
participated in the study (Table 1). Of 56 individuals, 31 had a DSM-IV diagnosis of BD type
1 (mean [SD] age, 35.9 [8.9] years [age range, 19-52 years]). Controls were sex ratio—matched
and premorbid IQ—matched with subjects with BD but were younger than subjects with BD
(t[54]=2.60, P=.01). All participants were right-handed (based on criteria by Annett50).
Exclusion criteria for all participants included a history of head injury (from medical records
and self-report), the presence of Axis II borderline personality disorder, cognitive impairment
(score of <24 on the Mini-Mental State Examination51), premorbid IQ estimate of less than 85
(National Adult Reading Test),52 systemic medical illness (including neurologic disorders
[history of epilepsy, dementia, cardiovascular accident, loss of consciousness for 10 minutes,
or a neurodevelopmental or neurodegenerative disorder]), exclusion criteria for participation
in magnetic resonance imaging studies (positive pregnancy test for women, proneness to
panicking in enclosed spaces, or the presence of or a questionable history of metallic objects
in the body [eg, aneurysm clips or pacemakers]), and cardiovascular, respiratory,
gastrointestinal, urologic, metabolic, and endocrine disorders. Lifetime history of or current
alcohol or other drug abuse (determined by saliva and urine screens) was an additional
exclusion criterion for controls.
The participant population reflected the demographics of Pittsburgh and the surrounding area
and the patient population of the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, recruited through
the Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, Mood Disorder Treatment and Research Program
and through local advertising. All participants were made aware of the objectives of the study
and signed informed consent documents to participate in the study.
MEDICATION LOAD
A problem for neuroimaging studies of subjects with BD is the potential confounding effect
of psychotropic medication load because it is difficult to recruit medication-free subjects with
BD into such studies.53 We aimed to examine the potential effect of psychotropic medication
load, reflecting the number and dosage of different medications, on FA in subjects with BD.
We used a strategy that has been developed for measuring this.53-56 For antidepressants and
mood stabilizers, we categorized each medication into low-dose or high-dose groupings as
previously performed.57 We considered individuals as taking low doses if at levels 1 and 2 of
these previous criteria and individuals as taking high doses if at levels 3 and 4. We added a no-
dose subtype for those not taking these medications. We converted antipsychotics to
chlorpromazine hydrochloride dose equivalents, coding them as 0 (no medication), 1 (equal to
or below the chlorpromazine dose equivalent), or 2 (above the chlorpromazine dose equivalent)
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relative to the mean effective daily dose of chlorpromazine as defined previously.58
Benzodiazepine dose was coded as 0, 1, or 2 relative to the midpoint of the recommended daily
dose range for each medication recommended in the Physicians’ Desk Reference. We generated
a composite measure of medication load by summing all individual medication codes for each
medication category for each individual participant. Remitted subjects with BD and depressed
subjects with BD did not differ significantly in medication load (Table 1).
We aimed to examine the potential effects of different classes of psychotropic medications on
FA in subjects with BD because specific medications, including mood stabilizers such as
lithium carbonate and sodium valproate, are associated with neurotrophic effects in subjects
with BD.59 Among subjects with BD, 11 subjects (5 depressed and 6 remitted) were taking
lithium, 17 subjects (8 depressed and 9 remitted) were taking antipsychotics, 22 subjects (12
depressed and 10 remitted) were taking mood stabilizers, 15 subjects (7 depressed and 8
remitted) were taking antidepressants, and 12 subjects (7 depressed and 5 remitted subjects)
were taking benzodiazepines. No significant difference was noted between these subgroups in
proportions taking vs those not taking lithium or each psychotropic medication class (eTable
1; http://www.archgenpsychiatry.com).
DATA ACQUISITION
Magnetic resonance images were acquired at the Brain Imaging Research Center, University
of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University (3-T Siemens Magnetom Allegra syngo
MR-2004A; Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, New Jersey). A standard head coil was used for
radio frequency transmission and reception of the magnetic resonance signal, and restraining
foam pads were used for minimizing head motion. Anatomic images covering the entire brain
were acquired using a sagittal 3-dimensional MPRAGE sequence parallel to the anterior
commissure—posterior commissure line (echo time, 2.48 milliseconds; repetition time, 1630
milliseconds; flip angle, 8°; field of view, 200×200 cm; 224 sagittal 0.8-mm-thick sections;
matrix size, 50×250 voxels; and acquisition time, 6 minutes 7 seconds). Diffusion tensor data
were acquired using a coronal diffusion-weighted single-shot spin-echoplanar imaging
sequence parallel to the anterior commissure—posterior commissure line (repetition time, 4400
milliseconds; echo time, 76 milliseconds, bandwidth, 1860 Hz/pixel; flip angle, 90°; field of
view, 200×200 cm; thirty-three 3-mm-thick sections; no gaps; matrix size, 80×128 voxels;
echo-planar imaging factor, 128; and acquisition time, 6 minutes 16 seconds). Two b values
were used; 1 image at 0 s/mm2 (no diffusion weighting) and 6 non-coplanar images at 850 s/
mm2 (diffusion-weighting b value) were acquired, parameters similar to those used in recent
DTI studies.41,44 Fat saturation was used to remove scalp signal, which can disrupt neural
signal owing to chemical shift or ghosting artifacts. An expert radiologist screened all the
MPRAGE images for visible WM and other pathologic findings as part of our institutional
review board—approved protocol.
DATA ANALYSIS
Data were transferred to a Unix-based workstation. Diffusion-weighted images were analyzed
using the Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain Software Library (FSL;
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Data were inspected for motion artifacts, and then diffusion-
weighted images were registered to the image obtained without diffusion weighting (as a
reference) by affine transformations to minimize distortions due to eddy currents and to reduce
simple head motion using eddy current correction. Images were extracted using the brain
extraction tool60 part of the FSL package.61
A diffusion tensor model was fitted at each voxel, providing a voxelwise calculation of FA.
62 Fractional anisotropy can be expressed in terms of the following 3 eigenvalues: λ1 is the
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principal longitudinal diffusion direction, λ2 and λ3 are directions perpendicular to the principal
diffusion direction.
Whole-brain voxelwise analysis of FA data was performed by aligning each subject’s FA image
into a higher-resolution FA standard space (Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI] atlas,
Montréal, Québec, Canada; http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/bic_welcome.html) according to a
nonlinear registration algorithm implemented in TBSS).39,40 The derived mean FA image was
minimized to generate a template skeleton embodying the center of all tracts derived from the
whole group. An FA threshold of 0.20 or higher was set to exclude peripheral tracts that might
lead to erroneous interpretations due to anatomic inter-subject variability or partial volume
effects with GM. Each subject’s aligned FA data were projected onto this template skeleton.
Local FA maxima were then estimated using voxelwise between-subject statistics (Randomise
[a TBSS statistical tool]; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/randomise/index.html). We used
nonparametric 2-sample independent t test to compare groups based on a permutation method
because of the nonparametric distribution of the data. Age was entered into this analysis as a
confound regressor to ensure that any observed effect of group on FA was independent of age-
related changes. We then performed nonparametric permutation tests to test for between-group
differences in FA as previously described.41 We used a stringent threshold (median t value
[t50] within the group of voxels, ≥3.0; P≤.001 uncorrected; number of permutations, 10 000;
and smoothing factor, 5). We considered a cluster as a group of contiguous voxels with P<.
001 and with 5 voxels or more. We controlled for multiple voxel-level comparisons within
each cluster showing between-group differences in FA determined in the already described
whole-brain analyses using a small-volume correction (P≤.05) with an anatomically defined
regional mask in the relevant WM tract that contained approximately 100 times the number of
voxels than each cluster and using another FSL statistical tool (false discovery rate;
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/randomise/fdr.html). We determined the most probable
anatomic localization of each cluster by means of the FSL atlas tool
(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslview/atlas-descriptions.html) using all anatomic templates
(Talairach atlas, MNI structural atlas, Jülich histologic atlas, Oxford thalamic connectivity
atlas, Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical structural atlases, and Johns Hopkins University
DTI-based WM atlases). All reported brain images were acquired using the “tbss_fill” script
from the FSL package.
WHOLE-BRAIN VOXELWISE ANALYSIS OF LONGITUDINAL AND RADIAL DIFFUSIVITIES
Longitudinal (principal diffusion direction, λ1) and radial (transverse diffusion component,
[(λ2+λ3)/2] diffusivity values were computed for clusters showing a significant FA change
(increase or decrease) between subjects with BD and controls at the already defined threshold.
This value was t≥3.0 (P≤.001) in each cluster showing a significant (P≤.05) between-group
difference in FA.
RELATIONSHIP WITH DEMOGRAPHIC AND CLINICAL VARIABLES
Fractional anisotropy values were extracted at local maxima within clusters showing significant
between-group differences in FA to assess the relationship between FA in these clusters and
demographic and clinical variables (age, age at illness onset, duration of illness, depression
severity, and medication load) by means of parametric and nonparametric correlational
analyses as appropriate using commercially available software (SPSS for Windows, version
15.0; SPSS Institute, Chicago, Illinois) and a statistical threshold of P≤.01 to control for
multiple tests in each region. To examine effects of substance abuse, depressed episode (ie,
depressed vs remitted), and taking vs not taking lithium, and each medication class (mood
stabilizers, benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and antidepressants) on FA in all regions that
distinguished subjects with BD from controls, we used 2-way independent t tests to compare
FA values (extracted at local maxima within clusters showing significant differences in FA
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between subjects with BD and controls) between relevant subgroups. For subjects with BD
taking vs not taking lithium and each medication class, we used a statistical threshold of P=.
01 (P=.05 divided by 5) to control for the 5 separate tests in each cluster.
RESULTS
Regions showing greater FA in subjects with BD vs controls included the following 3 clusters
in the left uncinate fasciculus: 1 cluster along the central part of the tract in proximity to the
insula (5 voxels, t50=3.0, maximum t [tmax]=3.3, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=1.00) and 2 clusters
within OMPFC WM (5 voxels, t50=4.5, tmax=5.3, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=0.97; and 7 voxels,
t50=4.2, tmax=4.6, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=1.1) (Figure 1A and B). Greater FA was
associated in the first of these clusters with greater longitudinal diffusivity among subjects with
BD vs controls (t50=3.1, P≤.001) and in the other 2 clusters with reduced radial diffusivity
among subjects with BD vs controls (t50=6.9, P≤.001; and t50=4.5, P≤.001; respectively)
(Figure 2A and B). The following 3 clusters showing greater FA in subjects with BD vs controls
were observed in the left optic radiation: 1 cluster in the temporal cortex (9 voxels, t50=3.1,
tmax=3.3, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=0.78) and 2 clusters within the cuneus (11 voxels, t50=3.5,
tmax=3.9, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=0.62; and 17 voxels, t50=3.8, tmax=4.4, P=.05 corrected,
Cohen d=0.95) (Table 2). In the latter of these regions, greater FA was associated with greater
longitudinal diffusivity (t50=3.0, P≤.001) and with a trend-level reduction in radial diffusivity
among subjects with BD vs controls. There were trend-level increases in longitudinal
diffusivity in the other 2 regions. An additional cluster showing greater FA among subjects
with BD vs controls was observed in the right anterothalamic radiation (5 voxels, t50=3.2,
tmax=3.4, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=1.03) associated only with a trend-level reduction in radial
diffusivity in subjects with BD vs controls.
One region showed reduced FA in subjects with BD vs controls. The right uncinate fasciculus
(5 voxels, t50=3.3, tmax=3.9, P=.05 corrected, Cohen d=1.10) (Figure 1C) was associated with
greater radial diffusivity (t=3.8, P=.001) in subjects with BD vs controls (Table 2 and Figure
2C).
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGIONS SHOWING ABNORMAL FA AND DEMOGRAPHIC AND
CLINICAL VARIABLES IN SUBJECTS WITH BD
Regions Showing Greater FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—There were
significant negative correlations between age at imaging and FA in a cluster in the left uncinate
fasciculus (MNI x, y, z coordinates, −33, 21, −17; Spearman rank correlation, −0.53; P=.002)
and FA in the right anterothalamic radiation (r=−0.48, P=.006), as well as between medication
load and FA in a cluster in the left optic radiation (MNI x, y, z coordinates, −39, −40, 1; r=
−0.50; P=.004) (Table 3). Trending negative correlations between demographic and clinical
variables among subjects with BD in these and other regions are also given in Table 3.
Regions Showing Reduced FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—A significant
negative correlation was noted between age at imaging and right uncinate fasciculus FA (r=
−0.46, P=.009) in subjects with BD. These findings are summarized in Table 3.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEPRESSED EPISODE AND REGIONS SHOWING ABNORMAL
FA IN SUBJECTS WITH BD
Regions Showing Greater FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Depressed subjects
with BD vs remitted subjects with BD showed decreased FA in the left optic radiation (MNI
x, y, z coordinates,−8, −82, 27; t[29]=3.1; P=.004) (Table 3). Because depressed subjects with
BD and remitted subjects with BD differed in sex ratio, we examined the relationship between
sex (male vs female) and FA in this region among all subjects with BD. Neither a sex difference
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nor a sex×mood interaction (depressed subjects with BD vs remitted subjects with BD) was
significant on left optic radiation FA in subjects with BD (eTable 2 and eTable 3).
Regions Showing Reduced FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Depressed
subjects with BD vs remitted subjects with BD did not differ in right uncinate fasciculus FA.
These results are summarized in eTable 2).
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PSYCHOTROPIC MEDICATION CLASS AND FA IN REGIONS
SHOWING ABNORMAL FA IN SUBJECTS WITH BD
Regions Showing Greater FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Subjects with BD
taking vs not taking mood stabilizers showed significantly decreased FA in the left optic
radiation (MNI x, y, z coordinates, −39, −40, 1, −41, 0; t[29]=−4.28; P<.001) and in the right
anterothalamic radiation (t[29]=−2.60, P=.01). There were no significant effects of other
medication use in any regions showing between-group differences in FA among subjects with
BD (Table 4).
Regions Showing Reduced FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Subjects with
BD taking vs not taking any type of medication did not differ in right uncinate fasciculus FA.
These results are summarized in Table 4.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND REGIONS SHOWING ABNORMAL FA
IN SUBJECTS WITH BD
Regions Showing Greater FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Subjects having
BD with vs without a lifetime history of alcohol or other drug abuse had significantly decreased
left uncinate fasciculus FA. The MNI x, y, and z coordinates were −22, 25, 1, and 1 (t[26]=3.89,
P<.001).
Regions Showing Reduced FA in Subjects With BD vs Controls—Subjects having
BD with vs without a lifetime history of alcohol or other drug abuse did not differ in right
uncinate fasciculus FA. These results are summarized in Table 4.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FA AND AGE IN CONTROLS AND ALL PARTICIPANTS
There were no significant correlations with age at imaging in any regions showing between-
group differences in FA among controls or among the entire sample of subjects with BD and
controls. These results are summarized in Table 3.
COMMENT
The main goal of the present study was to examine FA in WM tracts connecting the OMPFC
with subcortical limbic regions and with dorsal prefrontal cortical regions in subjects with BD.
We used TBSS, which is a new technique. Consistent with our hypotheses was our major
finding of greater FA in the left uncinate fasciculus among subjects with BD vs controls that
concurs with a recent study29 of more reconstructed fibers in the left uncinate fasciculus among
subjects with BD vs controls. Contrary to our hypotheses, we found reduced FA in the right
uncinate fasciculus and greater FA in non—a priori regions, including the right anterothalamic
radiation and the left optic radiation among subjects with BD vs controls.
The uncinate fasciculus is the major fiber tract connecting the inferofrontal and anterotemporal
cortices,63 and it runs upward over the lateral nuclei of the amygdala, terminating in the
OMPFC in the rectal gyrus (Brodmann area 11), retrolateral orbital cortex (Brodmann area
12), and subcallosal area (Brodmann area 25). The uncinate fasciculus connects the subcortical
limbic regions and the regions within the OMPFC that are important for mood regulation.
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Therefore, abnormal FA in bilateral uncinate fasciculi may contribute to mood dysregulation
among subjects with BD.
To help interpret our FA findings in subjects with BD, we used measures of longitudinal and
radial diffusivities. In a previous study,27 greater FA in subjects with BD was interpreted as a
change in the directional alignment of fibers; however, longitudinal and radial diffusivities
were not measured. In another study,28 significantly greater FA in the midline of the genu of
the corpus callosum in subjects with BD relative to controls was interpreted as one of several
possibilities, including fewer obliquely oriented fibers, changes in axonal integrity, tighter
packing of axons, less permeable myelin sheaths, or an abnormality of a set of fibers in a large
group of intersecting fiber pathways, but again the study excluded measures of longitudinal
and radial diffusivities to distinguish among these possibilities. We showed that greater FA
among subjects with BD vs controls in 2 clusters in the left uncinate fasciculus in the OMPFC
was associated with reduced radial diffusivity, consistent with fewer obliquely oriented fibers,
and in 1 cluster centrally in the tract was associated with greater longitudinal diffusivity,
consistent with more longitudinally aligned fibers. Conversely, the association between greater
radial diffusivity and reduced FA in subjects with BD vs controls in the right uncinate fasciculus
probably reflected more obliquely oriented fibers, although it could also reflect local
inflammatory changes in subjects with BD.
Our findings make a significant contribution to existing data regarding structural abnormalities
in the OMPFC among subjects with BD6-17 by indicating abnormal asymmetry between
proportions of obliquely aligned vs longitudinally aligned fibers in the left uncinate fasciculus
and the right uncinate fasciculus, which may relate to abnormal right vs left hemispheric
processing of emotion, previously demonstrated in unipolar depression.64 We speculate that
an abnormally reduced proportion of obliquely aligned fibers in the left uncinate fasciculus in
the OMPFC, together with an abnormally increased proportion of longitudinally aligned fibers
in the central part of the tract nearer to the insula and subcortical limbic regions, may be
associated with an imbalance between “feed forward” OMPFC-subcortical and “feed back”
OMPFC-subcortical connectivity. Conversely, an increased proportion of obliquely aligned
fibers, with or without local inflammatory changes, in the right uncinate fasciculus may be
associated with aberrant bidirectional OMPFC-subcortical connectivity. This putative right vs
left difference in OMPFC-subcortical connectivity may represent a potential biologic
mechanism for mood dysregulation in subjects with BD and should be a focus of future studies.
Regarding our findings in non—a priori regions, we demonstrated greater left optic radiation
FA associated with greater longitudinal diffusivity, suggesting more longitudinally aligned
fibers in this tract among subjects with BD vs controls. We also demonstrated in subjects with
BD vs controls greater right anterothalamic radiation FA connecting the medial and anterior
thalamic nuclei with the pre-frontal cortex but unassociated with any significant change in
longitudinal or radial diffusivity in subjects with BD. Although difficult to interpret, these
findings may be linked with previously observed patterns of abnormally elevated right thalamic
activity in response to emotional stimuli,65 abnormally elevated left medio-occipital cortical
activity during attention and executive function tasks,24,66,67 and attentional bias to salient
material68 in subjects with BD. They require further examination in future studies.
Our exploratory analyses revealed significant negative correlations between bilateral uncinate
fasciculi and right anterothalamic radiation FA and age at imaging in subjects with BD but not
controls. These findings were not a confound of the older age of subjects with BD because we
covaried for age in our between-group analyses of whole-brain FA. Indeed, our use of age as
a covariate may have obscured any reductions in FA in WM in dorsal prefrontal cortical regions
among subjects with BD that we had hypothesized based on previous findings in BD among
younger adults and adolescents. Several studies69-75 report reduced FA in different cortical
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regions among individuals with late-life unipolar depression vs age-matched controls. Together
with our findings of negative associations between age and FA in several WM tracts among
subjects with BD but not controls, these data suggest that reductions in WM FA with increasing
age may characterize individuals with mood disorders.
We found a significant negative correlation between FA and psychotropic medication load
among subjects with BD in a cluster in the left optic radiation, as well as significantly decreased
FA among subjects with BD taking mood stabilizers in the same left optic radiation cluster and
in the right anterothalamic radiation. Together, these findings suggest an ameliorative effect
of psychotropic medication and particularly mood stabilizers in reducing abnormally increased
FA among subjects with BD. They parallel previous evidence among subjects with BD showing
neurotrophic effects of mood stabilizers on GM in left-sided regions,76 as well as associations
between psychotropic medication use and increased GM in left13 and bilateral6 OMPFC among
subjects with BD. We did not find a significant difference in FA between subjects with BD
taking vs not taking lithium, suggesting that mood stabilizers other than lithium may contribute
to changes in FA among subjects with BD.
Depressed subjects with BD relative to remitted subjects with BD demonstrated significantly
reduced FA in the left optic radiation that was not confounded by the greater number of female
than male depressed subjects with BD, as there was neither a sex difference in FA nor a
sex×mood interaction on FA in this cluster among subjects with BD. Our findings indicate
similar negative relationships between depressed episode and FA and between mood stabilizer
use and FA in subjects with BD, particularly within the left optic radiation. Although depressed
subjects with BD and remitted subjects with BD did not differ in illness duration, total
medication load, or proportion of individuals taking each psychotropic medication class, it is
possible that depressed subjects with BD may have been prescribed more mood stabilizers
previously in their illness history. Longitudinal within-group studies are required to examine
relationships between change in depression severity, medication use, and FA over time in
subjects with BD.
A limitation of our study is that all subjects with BD were medicated, although we demonstrated
ameliorative rather than confounding effects of total medication load and mood stabilizer use
in reducing rather than increasing left uncinate fasciculus FA among subjects with BD. Future
studies could attempt to recruit nonmedicated subjects with BD to examine differences in FA
between medicated and nonmedicated subjects with BD. Several subjects with BD were also
using illicit substances. Because many subjects with BD use illicit substances,77 it remains
difficult and is probably unrepresentative of the bipolar population overall to exclude subjects
with BD and current substance abuse from studies. Subjects with BD having a lifetime history
of alcohol or other drug abuse showed decreased left uncinate fasciculus FA, suggesting a
potential ameliorative rather than confounding effect of alcohol or other drug abuse on FA in
this region. We did not include measures of tobacco use in our analyses; this could be included
in future studies of subjects with BD.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to use TBSS to examine WM in subjects with BD.
Our main finding of greater left and reduced right uncinate fasciculus FA, which was unrelated
to medication use, likely reflects an abnormal right vs left asymmetry in alignment of fibers in
OMPFC WM that may be associated with mood dysregulation among subjects with BD. Our
findings make a significant contribution to the emerging literature high-lighting a role of the
OMPFC in the pathogenesis of BD and demonstrate the usefulness of TBSS as a tool for
examination of WM in subjects with BD.
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Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps showing (from left to right) coronal, axial, and sagittal views.
The brain and tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) templates are the standard Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas MNI152 1-mm brain template and the FA white matter
skeleton (ie, the most compact whole-brain white matter) used for TBSS analysis (shown in
green). Colored voxels represent regions in which FA differs significantly in subjects with
bipolar disorder (BD) vs control subjects. Red-yellow indicates greater FA in subjects with
BD vs controls; light blue, decreased FA in subjects with BD vs controls (t>3.0 and P≤.05
corrected for both [scale ranging from red and/or blue to yellow and/or light blue]). All brain
images were acquired using the “tbss_fill” script, which allows better visualization of the
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regions of interest. A, Three-dimensional views highlighting in red-yellow the central cluster
in the left uncinate fasciculus in which FA was significantly increased in subjects with BD vs
controls (t=3.0, P≤.05 corrected). B, Three-dimensional views highlighting in red-yellow an
orbitomedial prefrontal cortex cluster in the left uncinate fasciculus in which FA was
significantly increased in subjects with BD vs controls (t=4.5, P≤.05 corrected). C, Three-
dimensional views highlighting in light blue a cluster in the right uncinate fasciculus in which
FA was significantly reduced in subjects with BD vs controls (t=3.3, P≤.05 corrected).
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Templates as in Figure 1. Here fractional anisotropy (FA) maps in black (for increased and
decreased FA). Overlaid on FA maps are longitudinal diffusivity in yellow and radial
diffusivity in purple (t>3.0, P≤.001 for both). A, Coronal view highlighting in yellow a central
cluster in the left uncinate fasciculus in which longitudinal diffusivity was significantly
increased in subjects with bipolar disorder (BD) vs controls (t=3.1, P≤.001). B, Three-
dimensional views highlighting in purple an orbitomedial prefrontal cortex cluster in the left
uncinate fasciculus in which radial diffusivity was significantly decreased in subjects with BD
vs controls (t=6.9, P≤.001). C, Three-dimensional views highlighting in purple a cluster in the
right uncinate fasciculus in which radial diffusivity was significantly increased in subjects with
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BD vs controls (t=3.8, P≤.001). MNI indicates Montreal Neurological Institute atlas x, y, and
z coordinates.
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Table 1
Demographic and Clinical Variables
Variable and Group Age, Mean (SD), y Statistic 2-Tailed P Value
Age at imaging, y
 BD (n=31) 35.90 (8.88) t[54]=2.60 .01a
 Control (n=25) 29.48 (9.43)
 Depressed with BD (n=14) 38.00 (9.30) t[29]=1.20 .24
 Remitted with BD (n=17) 34.18 (8.41)
Male to female ratio
 BD (11:20) … χ 12 = 0.42 .52
 Control (11:14) …
 Depressed with BD (2:12) … χ 12 = 5.01 .03a
 Remitted with BD (9:8) …
National Adult Reading Test
 BD (n=31) 110.80 (7.47) t[53]=−1.48 .14
 Control (n=24)b 113.62 (9.12)
Age at onset of illness, y
 Remitted with BD (n=17) 21.65 (6.96) t[29]=−1.18 .25
 Depressed with BD (n=14) 25.43 (10.75)
Illness duration, y
 Remitted with BD (n=17) 11.82 (6.31) t[29]=−1.59 .88
 Depressed with BD (n=14) 12.29 (9.79)
Medication load
 Remitted with BD (n=17) 2.76 (1.79) t[29]=−1.61 .12
 Depressed with BD (n=14) 3.79 (1.72)
25-Item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
 Remitted with BD (n=17) 2.06 (2.59) t[29]=−5.82 <.001a
 Depressed with BD (n=14) 15.21 (8.13)
Lithium carbonate (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (6/11) … χ 12 = 0.00 .98
 Depressed with BD (5/9) …
Mood stabilizer (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (10/7) … χ 12 = 2.70 .10
 Depressed with BD (12/2) …
Antipsychotics (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (9/8) … χ 12 = 0.55 .82
 Depressed with BD (8/6) …
Antidepressants (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (8/9) … χ 12 = 0.27 .87
 Depressed with BD (7/7) …
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Variable and Group Age, Mean (SD), y Statistic 2-Tailed P Value
Benzodiazepines (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (5/12) … χ 12 = 1.37 .24
 Depressed with BD (7/7) …
Lifetime history of alcohol or other drug abuse (on/off)
 Remitted with BD (6/10)c … χ 22 = 0.67c .72
 Depressed with BD (4/8)c …
Abbreviations: BD, bipolar disorder; ellipses, not applicable.
a
Significant at P≤.05 threshold. Statistics refer to between-group differences for all subjects with BD vs control subjects or for remitted subjects vs
depressed subjects with BD.
b
Missing for 1 control subject.
c
Missing for 1 remitted and 2 depressed subjects.
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Table 4




x, y, and z
Coordinates)
Class of Medication and Lifetime
History









Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−3.23a .003 −1682.16
Lithium carbonate (11/20) t[29]=1.10 .28 521.55
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=0.73 .47 399.70
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−0.66 .51 −363.54
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−0.91 .37 −507.91





Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−0.67 .51 −420.08
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=0.91 .37 540.09
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=0.25 .81 142.21
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=0.04 .97 23.73
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−1.71 .10 −963.21
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=0.79
b .44 459.82
Left optic radiation
(−13, −80, 19) Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[27]=−0.89 .38 −249.58
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=0.79 .44 266.77
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=0.49 .63 160.54
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−2.05 .05 −624.12
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=0.44 .66 147.36
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=0.14
b .89 50.68
Left optic radiation
(−8, −82, 27) Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−1.92 .07 −726.10
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=0.33 .74 126.71
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=0.94 .35 341.19
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−2.52 .02 −834.20
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−0.17 .86 −65.34
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=0.10
b .92 40.27
Right anterothalamic
radiation (3, −7, −2) Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−2.60
a .01 −444.18
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=1.24 .22 217.90
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=−0.30 .77 −51.56
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=0.45 .66 76.95
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−2.42 .02 −389.77
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=0.59
b .56 105.50
Left optic radiation
(−39, −40, 1) Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−4.28
a <.001 −719.51

















x, y, and z
Coordinates)
Class of Medication and Lifetime
History






Lithium (11/20) t[29]=−0.01 .99 −1.52
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=1.66 .11 310.03
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−0.73 .47 −140.91
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−1.56 .13 −299.64





Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−2.19 .04 −473.31
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=1.06 .30 230.80
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=−0.58 .56 −123.33
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−0.16 .88 −33.19
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−2.46 .02 −485.50
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=3.89
a,b .001 711.01
Right uncinate (14,
46, −14) Mood stabilizers (22/9) t[29]=−1.85 .08 −488.73
Lithium (11/20) t[29]=2.04 .05 506.56
Antipsychotics (17/14) t[29]=−0.80 .43 −202.22
Antidepressants (15/16) t[29]=−0.19 .85 −48.31
Benzodiazepine (12/19) t[29]=−0.73 .47 −187.68
Alcohol or other drug abuse (10/18) t[26]=1.68
b .11 439.08
a
Significant at P≤.01 threshold.
b
Data missing for 1 remitted and 2 depressed subjects.
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